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Abstract

Many of the flows in nature are turbulent. To modify turbulent flows, nature
serves itself with different types of coatings. Sharks have riblets-like structures
on their skin, fishes have slime with polymers and the surface of the lotus flower
has superhydrophobic properties. However many times these naturally occur-
ring coatings also serve other purposes. Due to millions of years of adaption,
there are anyway many reasons to be inspired by these. The present work is an
investigation of nature inspired coatings with the aim of passive flow manipula-
tions. The goal of the investigation has not been to achieve drag reduction, but
to achieve a better understanding of the effect of these coatings on turbulent
flows.

Simulations have been performed in a channel flow configuration, where the
boundary condition on one wall has been modified. A macroscopic description
has been used to simulate superhydrophobic and porous-like surfaces and a mi-
croscopic description has been used to simulate suspended fibers, both rigid
and flexible, attached to the channel wall. For the macroscopic description, a
pseudo-spectral method was used and for the microscopic description a lattice-
Boltzmann method was used. The superhydrophobic modification was imple-
mented using a general slip tensor formulation.

In agreement with earlier results, drag reduction was achieved with slip in the
streamwise direction and slip in the spanwise direction resulted in drag increase.
Non-zero off-diagonal terms in the slip tensor resulted in a slight drag increase,
but with rather similar flow behaviour. Transpiration, imitating a porous media,
gave rise to drag increase and severely modified the turbulent structures, forming
two-dimensional structures elongated in the spanwise direction. For the short
fibers, neither rigid nor flexible fibers modified the velocity field to a large extent.
The fibers gave rise to recirculation regions and these were seen to be stronger
below high-speed streaks. Flexible fibers showed similarities to porous media
through a coupling of wallnormal velocity and pressure fluctuations, and this
was not seen for the rigid fibers. The fiber deflections were seen to correlate well
with the pressure fluctuations.





Sammanfattning

Många naturligt förekommande flöden är turbulenta. Naturen har ocks̊a gett
upphov till flera typer av ytskikt som kan p̊averka dessa. Hajars skinn har räfflor,
fiskar har slem som inneh̊aller polymerer och lotusblommans yta har superhydro-
fobiska egenskaper, men ofta har dessa naturliga ytskikt ocks̊a andra egenskaper.
P̊a grund av miljoner år av anpassning s̊a finns det änd̊a m̊anga skäl att studera
dessa. Detta arbete är en studie av naturinspirerade ytskikt, där m̊alet har varit
passiva flödesmanipulationer. Målet har inte varit att åstadkomma en ytfrik-
tionsminskning, utan att f̊a en bättre först̊aelse om hur dessa ytskikt p̊averkar
turbulenta flöden.

Simuleringar har utförts i en kanalliknande geometri, där en kanalväggs rand-
villkor har modifierats. En makroskopisk beskrivning har använts för att simulera
superhydrofobiska och porösa ytor och en mikroskopisk beskriving har använts
för att simulera fibrer, b̊ade stela och böjbara, fastsatta p̊a en kanalvägg. För
flödet med det makroskopiskt beskrivna randvillkoret har en pseudospektral me-
tod använts och för flödet med det mikroskopiskt beskrivna randvillkoret har en
lattice-Boltzmannmetod använts. Den superhydrofobiska ytan implementerades
genom en generell tensorformulering.

Ett randvillkor med nollskild hastighet i kanalens riktning gav upphov till
en ytfriktionsminskning och ett randvillkor med nollskild hastighet vinkelrät
mot kanalens riktning gav upphov till en ökad ytfriktion, i överensstämmelse
med tidigare resultat. Nollskilda icke-diagonala tensorelement gav upphov till
en smärre ökning av ytfriktionen, utan att nämnvärt förändra flödet. De porösa
ytorna gav upphov till en ytfriktionsökning och hade stor inverkan p̊a de tur-
bulenta strukturerna. Dessa ytor bildade tv̊adimensionella struturer vinkelrät
mot kanalens riktning. Varken de stela eller de böjbara fibrerna gav upphov till
stora ändringar i hastighetsfältet. Däremot uppstor cirkulationszoner och des-
sa var starkare under str̊akstrukturer med hög hastighet. De böjbara fibrerna
uppvisade likheter med porösa material genom en interaktion mellan det verti-
kala hastighetsfältet och de turbulenta tryckfluktuationerna. Denna interaktion
uppstod inte för de stela fibrerna. Fibrernas böjning korrelerade ocks̊a i stor
utsträckning till tryckfluktuationerna.
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1 Introduction

Fluid mechanics is the branch of mechanics concerning the motion of fluids. To
analyze the motion of fluids, a continuum approach is utilized. This means that
properties are considered to vary continuously and are determined by the av-
erage of the property over the fluid particles in a fluid parcel, centered at the
point of interest. A fluid parcel is small enough not to be affected by the macro-
scopic variations, but also large enough to give smooth variations of averaged
properties.

In the present work, flows are assumed to be incompressible. This is a good
approximation for fluids moving at speeds less than Mach 0.3 (as a rule of thumb)
where Mach 1 is the speed of sound. Furthermore, the flows considered are
entirely turbulent, so that an initial laminar regime and the subsequent transition
are considered to have already taken place.

Turbulence has been extensively praised due to its complexity, originating
from its mixture of chaos and order and its wide range of length and time
scales. However, the complex behaviour of turbulence is a consequence of a
“fairly simple” set of equations, the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The NS
equations are a set of non-linear partial differential equations. For incompressible
and so-called Newtonian fluids, they consist of the continuity equation and the
momentum equations, reading

∇ · u = 0, (1)

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u + g, (2)

where u represents the velocity field, ρ the density, p the pressure, ν the kine-
matic viscosity and g is the acceleration due to external body forces. It is the
non-linearity of the NS equations that is the basis for the richness of phenomena
in fluid mechanics.

It is a common practice to make these equations non-dimensional with their
characteristic magnitudes, giving universality to problems. Results and calcu-
lations are often done based on the following non-dimensional variables, where
the ∗ denotes the dimensional quantities,

u =
u∗

Uc
, x =

x∗

h
, p =

p∗

ρU2
c

, (3)

where Uc is a characteristic velocity and h is a characteristic length scale. For
example, for a channel, Uc could be the center-line velocity and h half the channel
height. The present work considers channel flow, and these definitions are used.
Henceforth, h = 1 is assumed and Uc ≈ 1. A non-dimensional number of
paramount importance in fluid mechanics is the Reynolds number, representing
the balance between the inertial and viscous forces,

Re =
hUc
ν
. (4)

Spatial coordinates are denoted x = (x, y, z), where the components corre-
spond to the streamwise, wallnormal and spanwise direction, respectively. The
mean value of a property is written with angle brackets, 〈·〉. For the velocity,
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1 Introduction

u′ = (u′, v′, w′) is used to denote the fluctuating part of u and U = (U, V,W )
the mean part. The so-called Reynolds decomposition reads u = U + u′ where
〈u〉 = U. Further, quantities normalized by appropriate wall units are de-

noted with a plus, so that y+ = yuτ
ν , U+ = U

uτ
, etc., with uτ =

√
τwall

ρ , where

τwall = µ∂U∂y

∣∣∣
wall

, denoting the friction velocity of the wall. For vector fields,

such as the velocity field, and higher order tensors, index notation may be used.
Then, one or more indices specify the component, e.g. ui = [u]i is the i:th com-
ponent of u, and two of the same index variable in one term imply a sum of the
components (Einstein summation convention).

1.1 Control of turbulent flows

The control of, or the ability to modify, turbulent flows is a great niche of in-
terest. Reduction of the losses caused by turbulent skin-friction drag is of great
economical and ecological importance. Not the least in the field of transportation
there is always a need to reduce costs and emissions, achievable through reduc-
tion of the energy required for the motion of vehicles. Also the cost of pumping
fluid could be greatly reduced by reduction of losses. However, sometimes the
goal is the opposite, such as the case where the interest resides in increasing the
mixing in turbulent flows or in aeronautics applications delay flow separation
[1]. In turbulent flows, organized structures play an important role. Therefore,
attempts to control flows in engineering applications have focused on the ma-
nipulation of these. Early works describing these structures are Cantwell from
1981 [2] and Bushnell from 1989 [3]. Usually, control methods focus on surface
modifications, and that was also the case in the present investigation.

Turbulence control can be separated into two different approaches, namely
active and passive control. Passive mechanisms are the main consideration of
this work. However, a short overlook of active methods is also given below, and
results of the active method “opposition control” was used for validation. The
passive methods can also benefit from knowledge about active methods by trying
to imitate the mechanisms behind them.

1.1.1 Active control strategies

Active control refers to control methods that require an energy input. In this
case the effectiveness of the control is defined by the general input/output energy
balance. The knowledge and understanding of the turbulent structures serving
as a basis in active control as can be seen in the inherently relevant paper by
Choi et. al. [4], exploring several turbulence control mechanisms.

One of the most prominent turbulent control strategies is reactive control,
where instantaneous flow field information captured by sensors is used in order
to determine actuator operation [5]. Information of the flow field can be used
to suppress the sweep and rejection events, reducing greatly the streamwise
vorticity and thus changing the structure of the turbulence near the walls, as
presented in the work of Choi et. al. [4]. This is the so-called opposition control
where blowing or suction is applied on the channel walls exactly opposite to
the wallnormal velocity at a prescribed y-location. These schemes have been
shown to require a rather low power input to run the control while giving drag
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1.1 Control of turbulent flows

reduction of around 25% under optimal circumstances.

Another strategy that has been proved successful in flow control is the use
of additives, such as polymers [6], surfactants [7], fibers [8] and other types of
particles. These have mostly been used in internal flows, such as pipe flows,
although there has been proposals of applications in external flows, for example
ejecting polymers from the nose of a ship to reduce friction [9].

1.1.2 Passive control strategies

Passive control techniques commonly imply surface structure modifications. Their
main benefit is that they do not require energy input.

A common method is the use of riblets. Riblets are streamwise wall grooves,
damping cross-flow fluctuations. Drag reduction of typically 4-8% has been
achieved with this method, both by simulations [10, 11] and experiments [12]. A
maximum reduction of 9.9% was shown possible by Bechert et. al. [13]. This is
relatively low compared to the highest performing active methods. Another tech-
nique utilizes so-called large eddy breakup devices (LEBU). LEBU devices are
thin elements, like plates or airfoils, horizontally placed over a surface, thereby
modifying the turbulent structures. A net skin friction reduction of the same
order as for riblets has been reported [14]. Yet another area of interest in passive
control methods is superhydrophobic surfaces (SHSs). They are formed by com-
binations of surface structures, such as roughness, and hydrophobic chemistry.
SHSs are discussed in Sec. 1.2.

A drag increase has been been observed for flows over isotropic porous media.
A porous surface presents a certain surface slip and have a non-zero penetration
velocity, i.e. a non-zero permeability. Considering only these characteristics, it is
the non-zero penetration velocity that distinguish porous media from SHSs. The
permeability of porous media has been a large topic of study. An example of this
is the work of Kong and Schetz [15]. They concluded that the wall permeability
accounts for 30−40% of the skin friction compared to an impermeable wall with
similar surface roughness. A more detailed description of porous media is given
in Sec. 1.3.

Passive control is also used by nature. Due to millions of years of adaptation
through evolution, nature serves as a source of inspiration in the design of passive
control mechanism. For example, shark skin has structures similar to riblets, al-
lowing them to optimize swimming [16]. Another example is that slime of several
fish species, both fresh water and salt water fishes like bass and barracuda, have
shown to have drag reduction effects, probably due to polymers in the slime [17].
Seal fur has been shown to be able to give a drag reduction of 12%, showing
that hairy surfaces may be promising candidates for drag reduction. Seal fur is
furry and soft when dry, however when wet each fiber attaches to the skin. The
fur forms grooves, not unlike riblets [18]. Some other inspiring mechanisms can
be found among plants, such as the lotus flower. The lotus flower has a rough
surface forming a SHS. It should be noted however, that surface structures in
nature many times also have other functions than drag reduction. For example,
the surface structure on the lotus leafs allow water to easily roll off, removing
dirt from the leaf, and fur is used as insulation.

The current investigation has been inspired by these naturally occurring sur-
faces. Firstly, the properties of SHSs and porous media has been generalized and
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simulations have been performed for a large range of parameters. This followed
a so-called macroscopic approach. Secondly, the effect of fibers attached to a
surface, inspired by the fur and hair of many animals, has been investigated
by simulations. Both rigid and flexible fibers has been simulated for one set of
parameters. This followed a so-called microscopic approach. Because of the nat-
ural occurrence of these material, not only a drag reduction or a drag increase is
interesting, but also other properties that might lead to a better understanding
of these materials.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Sec. 1.2 SHSs are described
and in Sec. 1.3 porous media are described. Sec. 1.4 introduces the classical the-
ory for roughness used in the discussion of the fiber simulation results. The
difference between a macroscopic and a microscopic approach and their limi-
tations are described in Sec. 1.5. In Sec. 1.6 an introduction is given to the
lattice-Boltzmann method used in the microscopic approach. Sec. 2 gives more
general information about the performed simulations. Sec. 3 presents the results
from the macroscopic investigation of the superhydrophobic-porous surfaces and
Sec. 4 presents the results from the microscopic investigation of the fiber coated
surfaces.

1.1.3 The FIK-identity

To evaluate the importance of different contributions to the friction coefficient
when introducing control strategies, the so-called FIK-identity can be used. It
was defined in a paper by Fukagata et. al. [19]. In the derivation, the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are integrated four times in the wall-
normal direction. Using the FIK-identity, the large frictional turbulent drag can
be attributed to the existence of near-wall vertical structures and the associated
ejection/sweep events. The FIK-identity of a channel flow with asymmetric
boundary conditions is given below.

The non-dimensionalization of the friction coefficient is here based on the
bulk mean velocity, Ub = 1

2h

∫ 2h

0
Udy. Then, the friction coefficient of the lower

wall is defined as

cf =
µ ∂U

∂y

∣∣∣
y=0

1
2ρU

2
b

=
2

Reb

∂U/Ub
∂y/h

∣∣∣∣
y=0

, (5)

where Reb = Ubh/µ. The friction coefficient of the upper wall has, in the asym-
metric case, a different value. It is here seen as a correction term, and is

cupper
f =

−µ ∂U
∂y

∣∣∣
y=2h

1
2ρU

2
b

=
2

Reb

−∂U/Ub
∂y/h

∣∣∣∣
y=2h

. (6)

Following the procedure indicated by Fukagata et. al. [19], an expression for
the friction coefficient can be reached. Different assumptions will lead to slightly
different expressions. Here, statistical homogeneity in the spanwise direction is
assumed, but at the lower wall a non-zero mean velocity is allowed, U(0) = U0,
and a non-zero Reynolds stress is allowed,

〈
u′v′

〉
(0) =

〈
u′v′

〉
0
. This gives the
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expression

cf =
1

2
cupper
f︸ ︷︷ ︸
ccorrf

+
3

Reb︸︷︷︸
cLf

+
3

2

∫ 2h

0

(
2− y

h

) − 〈u′v′〉
U2
b

dy

h︸ ︷︷ ︸
cTf

+
−3

Reb

U0

Ub︸ ︷︷ ︸
cL0
f

+ 2

〈
u′v′

〉
0

U2
b︸ ︷︷ ︸

cT0
f

, (7)

where ccorr
f is the correction of the upper wall due to the asymmetry, cLf is the

laminar contribution, cTf is the Reynolds stress contribution, cL0
f is the laminar

contribution at the boundary due to the slip and cT0
f is the Reynolds stress

contribution at boundary. It is, from this expression, clear that a slip at the wall
decreases the drag. A derivation is given in Appendix A.

1.2 Superhydrophobic surfaces

A measurement of the hydrophobicity of a surface is the contact angle between
the liquid and the solid at a liquid-gas-solid interface. This angle is large for
a SHS, so that the surface is hard to wet. A model for the contact angle was
proposed by Wenzel in 1936 [20], relating the roughness of a surface to the
contact angle. However, on a rough surface, gas might be trapped in cavities
on the surface below the liquid, leading to a model suggested by Cassie and
Baxter in 1944 [21]. The two states has different properties that deeply affect
the behaviour of the flow. It is the Cassie-Baxter state that is desired in drag
reduction. The gas in the cavities can give rise to a noticeable slip of the liquid,
since a liquid-gas interface can be considered stress-free in contrast to the liquid-
solid interface.

SHSs have mainly been used in association with laminar drag reduction and
microfluidics. However, large efforts have been made in order to apply superhy-
drophobic control mechanisms to turbulent flows. Superhydrophobically mod-
ified sandpaper was used in the experimental work by Gogte et. al. [22] with
promising results. Experimental work with pattered surfaces with drag reducing
properties was presented by Daniello et. al. [23]. Simulations have also been
carried out, partially reproducing the experimental results, such as the works of
Martell et. al. [24], who simulated the same pattered surfaces as Daniello et. al.,
and more recently Park et. al. [25], simulating streamwise grooves. More complex
geometrical distributions have been simulated by Hasegawa et. al. [26].

A slip of a liquid can be quantified by the so-called slip length. The slip
length has been reported to generally depend on the shear rate [27]. However,
for moderate shear rates it is valid to assume that the slip length is independent
of the shear rate, so that it can be assumed to be constant [28, 29]. The slip
length is not uniform in space from a microscopical point of view. For example,
the amount of gas in the cavities might differ and the material might even
switch between the Cassie-Baxter and the Wenzel state. A non-uniformity could
influence the slip length in a complex way. This was demonstrated by Ou and
Rothstein [30] and discussed by Fukagata et. al. [31]. However, if the typical
surface structures are small, a spatial average may be considered. In the limit
where surface structures are much smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale,
the turbulence is not affected by the inhomogeneity [31]. Macroscopically, this
average can be modelled as an apparent slip length, Ls, so that the velocity at
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1 Introduction

the wall becomes

uwall = Ls
∂u

∂y

∣∣∣∣
wall

, (8)

called the Navier slip condition. This has been utilized in simulations of turbu-
lent channel flow by Min and Kim [28]. The expression can also be extended
to include the spanwise direction. In the limits of Ls, the condition also has
physical interpretation. For Ls = 0, u = 0, and this is the no-slip condition. On
the other hand, for Ls →∞, where ∂u/∂y = 0, the free shear condition arises.

The slip condition is present for a porous media. However, a porous medium
also has transpiration, giving very different properties, as explained in Sec. 1.3.

1.3 Porous media

Turbulent flows over permeable walls may be encountered in a wide range of
problems, such as catalytic reactors, open-cell metal foam heat exchangers and
porous river beds [32]. There are different ways to describe a porous media and
a comprehensive study of methods is found in the work by Breugem et. al. [32].
A boundary condition model is the most relevant for a macroscopic description.
It has the ability to describe the two main physical physical phenomena at the
surface to consider in porous media; one being the permeability and the other
the relative flow slip.

For isotropic porous media, Darcy’s law can be used to describe the flow in
the porous region. It may be written as

Q = − k

ρν

dp

dx
, (9)

where k is the permeability (having units of [distance2]), with equivalent relations
in the wallnormal and spanwise directions [33, 34]. Here, Q is the mean filtered
velocity and dp/dx is the mean pressure gradient, defined as locally averaged
properties over a volume larger than a pore but smaller than the global size of
the permeable block. Darcy’s law as above is defined in the absence of body
forces and is valid for a broad class of fluid flows. A boundary condition at the
surface of porous media was proposed by Beavers and Joseph [33],

du

dy

∣∣∣∣
wall

=
α

k1/2
(uwall −Q), (10)

where α is the slip coefficient, with an equivalent relation in the spanwise direc-
tion. The slip coefficient α depends on the surface structure of the permeable
material, making the parameter α/k1/2 independent of the fluid properties [34].
This makes the model valid for turbulent flows. The condition can be seen as a
scaling of the velocity gradient at the permeable interface based on the velocity
profile within the porous medium, with the characteristic length scale k1/2 and
the characteristic velocity scale (uwall−Q). Therefore, for a properly defined α,
the correct slip velocity can be predicted. If the solid structures are completely
confined to the viscous sub-layer of the turbulent flow, Q can be considered to
be very small in comparison to uwall. In the following, Q is assumed to be zero.

The boundary condition can be extended to apply to the case of an anisotropic
medium. Then, the streamwise and the spanwise direction may not have the
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1.4 Classical turbulence theory for roughness

same properties, resulting in the following boundary conditions,

du

dy

∣∣∣∣
wall

= auwall, (11)

dw

dy

∣∣∣∣
wall

= bwwall, (12)

where a and b replaces α/k1/2 and possibly a 6= b. The coefficients a and b
account for the inverse of the slip length usually used in the study of SHSs.

The other effect of interest is the penetration velocity at the wall, relevant
for high wall permeabilities [32]. For porous media with high wall permeability
there is an exchange of momentum across the wall interface. The transpiration
velocity can be modelled as proportional to the pressure fluctuations,

vwall = −βp′wall, (13)

where β is a proportionality constant. This boundary condition mimics the
behaviour of a zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer over a Darcy-type porous
wall [1]. The relation is an important part of the mechanism behind the large
drag increase observed for porous media, as shown in the work of Jimenez et. al. [1].
Using this relation, the impermeable limit is recovered for β = 0. The other limit,
β →∞, implies zero pressure fluctuations and unconstrained transpiration. The
p′ refers to the pressure fluctuations, and the use of pressure fluctuations ensures
an instantaneous zero mass flux inside the domain.

1.4 Classical turbulence theory for roughness

For flow over rough surfaces, it is often possible to make general predictions of
the turbulence statistics. These predictions are based on similarities to the flow
over a smooth surface. If the statistics of a flow over a rough channel wall are
scaled and displaced with this taken into account, they show many similarities
with the statistics of flow in a smooth channel. Connected to this is also the
Townsend hypothesis, stating that for roughness structures small in comparison
to the channel height, the statistics of the outer layer is not modified by the
roughness structure, but only by the wall-shear stress [35]. It is common here to
imagine the so-called roughness sub-layer as the region dynamically influenced
by the roughness. This layer typically covers the region from the wall up to
two to five roughness heights and exists below the logarithmic layer. Thus it
corresponds to the viscous sub-layer for a smooth wall [36]. Knowledge about
the flow over a rough surface has applications in, among others, transportation,
as for ship hulls and airplanes, and in predictions of the flow in the atmosphere,
for example over a city or a forest.

To see the similarities to the smooth channel flow case, the local mean value
of uτ needs to be used in the definition of the wall units. This quantity is often
hard to determine in experiments with rough surfaces, since stress is hard to
measure. The momentum integral equation can be utilized, however, it requires
knowledge about the streamwise evolution of the velocity profile, something that
is rather uncommon [37]. For the case of the fully developed channel flow uτ
can, however, easily be calculated by momentum conservation. Another method
for determining uτ is the so-called Clauser chart method [38], where data of the
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mean streamwise velocity is fitted to a known logarithmic law. This method is
commonly used to find uτ for experimental data [37].

The roughness displaces the boundary layer, so that the zero point needs not
to be on the top of the roughness. To account for this, the zero-level can be
shifted downwards from the top of the roughness structures by an amount ε to a
“virtual origin”. Jackson [39] showed that this virtual origin corresponds to the
center of drag on the surface. Hence, in theory it needs to hold that 0 < ε < k,
where k is the height of the roughness. Due to this, the exact value of ε is
somewhat unimportant for low values of k/δ, since it is limited to vary between
0 and k, but becomes more important as k/δ increases, where δ is the height
of the boundary layer or the channel. Determining ε has been a long standing
problem too, and the location of the mean drag cannot always be estimated.
Here, a method of curve fitting by the hypothesis of logarithmic region collapse
was used. The drag method was used and compared to other methods in the
rough pipe flow simulations by Chan et. al. [40].

For the flow over a rough surface, the logarithmic region can be described by

U+ =
1

κ
ln(y+ + ε+) +A−∆U+. (14)

The von Karman constant, κ, is assumed to be the same as for the smooth wall
flow and also the coefficient A. Hence, the profile is shifted downwards by the
so-called roughness function, ∆U , accounting for the change in drag.

1.5 The macroscopic and the microscopic approach

Analytical solutions to even the most simple cases of turbulent flows do not
exist. A complete description of a turbulent flow can therefore only be obtained
by solving the NS equations numerically. The flow variables needed to solve for
are the velocity and the pressure, as functions of space and time. Numerical
calculations of these variables are termed direct numerical simulations (DNS).
They can be an extremely powerful tool in the understanding and description
of fluid phenomena, since they allow access to the complete flow, which is not
possible with experiments. The importance of DNS as a tool is extensively
discussed in the paper by Moin & Maes [41].

A problem often faced in DNS is the interaction of the fluid with surfaces. If
the surfaces are smooth, a simple no-slip condition can be used as a boundary
condition. However, this is often not the case in reality. A surface structure
usually contains a large range of length scales. It may be possible to find very
small scales, having dramatic effects on the flow field. This is the case for SHSs
or rough surfaces. Modeling of these complex surfaces in simulations is often
not trivial. Characterization of all the surface properties might be possible in
some cases, and then the complete flow can be solved for; however, many times
the surface can also be described by an average of the its microscopic properties.
This is, for example, often done for SHSs and porous media. A criteria for the
validity of this approach is that the microscopic properties of the surface should
be of scales lower than the turbulent scales of interest. If the microscopic scales
are much smaller than the Kolmogorov scale, this approach is valid for all tur-
bulent scales. The averaged properties are macroscopic properties. Successfully
achieving a definition of these macroscopic properties makes the simulation of
different complex surfaces using DNS cheap and reliable.
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For the simulations of fibers, no such macroscopic approach exists. However,
for SHSs and porous surfaces, the modeling equation above can be used in a
macroscopic approach.

1.6 Introduction to the lattice-Boltzmann method

The lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) is a mesoscale approach to solve the NS
equations. It solves no global equations, and because of this it is very easy to
parallelize efficiently. Therefore, it is possible to have a relatively dense grid in
the entire domain. This makes the LBM suitable for simulating suspensions,
with particles disseminated in the domain. Due to this property, the LBM was
here chosen for simulations of the interaction between fluid and fibers. The
LBM also has the ability to describe some phenomena arising in the interaction
between molecules, since it is a mesoscale approach. Since the LBM still is
relatively uncommon compared to regular NS-solvers, a short introduction to
the method is given here.

The origin of LBM traces back to cellular automata, first developed in the
1940s. A cellular automaton is a discretized space where cells can attain a
finite number of states, e.g. on and off, and change states based on the states
of neighboring cells. A model based on cellular automata for simulations of
incompressible flows was proposed in 1986 by Frisch et. al. [42]. In 1988, a
next step was taken by McNamara and Zanetti [43]; particle representation
in the cellular automata was here replaced by a discrete distribution function,
eliminating vast statistical noise seen in the earlier methods. Four years later,
an important simplification of the particle collision term was introduced by Qian
et. al. [44]. This collision term used a single relaxation time instead of a more
complicated collision matrix – a model known as the Bhatnagar, Gross and
Krook (BGK) model [45]. After this, many of the LBM variations used today
quickly developed. For a more extensive historical outlook, see for example
Ref. [46].

The Boltzmann equation is the governing equation of the LBM, but then
in a discretized form. It describes the development of the particle distribution
function f = f(x, ξ, t) in phase space, with space coordinate x and velocity ξ at
time t. Thus, it is a description of the development of microscopic properties of
a gas. A definition of f is that the number of particles in a phase space volume
element d3 r d3 ξ is

dN = f(x, ξ, t) d3 r d3 ξ. (15)

The Boltzmann equation can be expressed as

∂f

∂t
+ ξ · ∇f + g · ∇ξf = Ω, (16)

where g is the acceleration due to external body forces, such as gravity, ∇ξ is
the nabla operator containing derivatives with respect to the velocity and Ω is
the collision operator. The left hand side is a material derivative in the phase
space. If a single particle is followed in the phase space, changes in f are only
due to collisions, i.e. due to Ω. With the commonly used BGK approximation
of Ω, the equation becomes, [45]

∂f

∂t
+ ξ · ∇f + g · ∇ξf = −1

τ
(f − f eq), (17)

9
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where f eq is the equilibrium distribution, i.e. the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion function. The relaxation time, τ , is determined by the kinematic viscosity.
f can then by said to relax towards f eq.

The LBM utilizes a discretized form of the Boltzmann equation. In a dis-
cretized space, the above equation is assumed to be valid in specific directions,
so-called linkages between discrete points. To such a direction, denoted by a
subindex i, a discrete distribution function fi = fi(x, t) can be related. The
development of fi in time, with a time step δt, can be described by (neglecting
the force term),

fi(x + eiδt, t+ δt)− f(x, t) = −δt
τ

(fi(x, t)− f eq
i (x, t)), (18)

with accuracy O(δt) in time [47]. In this equation, ei is the discrete velocity in
direction i, and the exact specification of these depend on the velocity model
used. Usually, models are named DnQm, with space dimension n and a number
of velocities m, so that 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. The discrete velocities for some popular
models are listed in Ref. [46]. In the current investigation, the model D3Q19 has
been used. Usually, the LBM is divided into two steps: streaming between grid
nodes and redistribution of f at each node due to collisions.

From this mesoscale description, the macroscopic properties can be calculated
as velocity moments of the distribution function. The density, ρ, and the fluid
velocity, u, are

ρ =
∑
i

fi (19)

u =
1

ρ

∑
i

fiei. (20)

A similar relation holds for the energy and thus the temperature [47]. The
pressure is usually taken to be proportional to the density, scaling by a factor
c2s, with cs representing the speed of sound for a perfect gas. Thus the pressure
is calculated through

p = c2sρ+ C, (21)

where C is a constant relating the pressure to a convenient zero-level. In the
above equations, τ is calculated from a viscosity by [46]

ν = c2s

(
τ

δt
− 1

2

)
δt. (22)

The value of cs depends on the discrete velocity model. For D3Q19, cs is fixed
to cs = 1√

3
∆
δt , where ∆ is the grid spacing.

For the incompressible NS equations, the continuity equation needs to be
satisfied at every step. This requires that an equation is solved for the complete
grid simultaneously, often the Laplace equation for the pressure. For the LBM,
no equations are solved simultaneously for the complete grid, since the collision
and streaming steps are local. Thereby, there is no direct guarantee that the
density is constant, as for strictly incompressible fluids. However, the LBM
simulates incompressible flows if the flow has a low Mach number, Ma, and
weak variations in density (the error is of order Ma2) [48]. Thus, the flow is
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Figure 1 – Configuration of the geometry of the flow, with dimensions Lx = 4π, Ly = 2
and Lz = 2π.

quasi-incompressible. To keep Ma� 1, as for an incompressible fluid, the time
step has to be adjusted to the spatial resolution. In the present investigations,
δt/∆ = 0.02. Thus, with a mean turbulent center-line velocity, Uc ≈ 1, Ma =
Uc/cs ≈ 0.03.

A few different commonly used boundary conditions exist for the LBM. Here,
a so-called regularized boundary condition was used, as recommended in Ref. [49]
for turbulent flows.

2 Case of study

The present work considers channel flow with one modified wall. A macroscopic
investigation of superhydrophobic-porous surfaces and a microscopic investiga-
tion of fiber coated surfaces have been carried out.

The macroscopic description of SHSs and porous surfaces has been imple-
mented by utilizing the SIMSON numerical code. It is a pseudo-spectral solver
for incompressible boundary layer and channel flows developed at the School of
Engineering Sciences at KTH Royal Institute of Technology. A complete de-
scription of the different programs of the SIMSON suite can be found in the
SIMSON user guide [50]. The microscopic description has been implemented
using an LBM and an immersed boundary method (IBM) to describe the fiber
surfaces.

The same channel dimensions were used as in the seminal work by Kim,
Moin and Moser in 1987 [51]. These are Lx = 4π, Ly = 2 and Lz = 2π in the
streamwise, wallnormal and spanwise direction, respectively. The computational
domain is illustrated in Figure 1. In the stream- and spanwise directions, periodic
boundary conditions were used.

The flow between two plates with periodic boundary conditions is constantly
loosing kinetic energy due to friction at the walls. Consequently, a forcing needs
to be employed in order keep the flow from decelerating. Here, two possibili-
ties exist: fixed mass-flow rate and fixed pressure gradient. A fixed mass-flow
rate was used in the superhydrophobic-porous simulations and a fixed pressure
gradient was used in the fiber simulations.

To investigate the differences between different setups, statistics of the tur-
bulence were collected. This included mean velocity, the rms of the velocity,
Reynolds stress and total stress and the rms of the pressure. In order to col-
lect the statistics and get accurate results it is necessary to allow the flow to
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3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations

transcend into turbulence. In the case of constant mass flow this takes approxi-
mately 500 time units. This approximation is estimated by considering the eddy
turnover time (ETT), i.e. the lifetime of an eddy. It is calculated from uτ ,

ETT =
h

uτ
. (23)

A common practice is to leave around 20 ETT to ensure a completely turbulent
channel flow, and this approximately agrees with 500 time units for Reτ = 180.

3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations

For the macroscopic superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations in SIMSON,
the already implemented boundary conditions at the upper/lower walls were
modified. The simulations used a constant mass flow of m = 4/3, so that the
induced pressure gradient was calculated to keep this mass flow at every time
step. They were performed at Reynolds number Re = 4200, based on the laminar
center line velocity, Ucl, or equivalently Reb = 2800. This resulted in Reτ = 180
(see, for example, the relation in Ref. [50]). The number of grid points used was
(Nx, Ny, Nz) = (128, 129, 128) – the same as in the paper from Kim, et. al. [51].
They assessed that the results using this number of grid points were equivalent
as when using (192, 129, 160).

Results of a smooth channel with no-slip boundary conditions were compared
to results of Kim et. al. [51] and the statistical data available in the paper by
Lee and Moser [52] of the energy budget.

A passive control approach with similarities to a porous media and SHSs has
been tested. However, first, the superhydrophobic-porous framework has been
generalized. This is presented in Sec. 3.1.

3.1 Generalization of slip condition

The continuous development in lithography to pattern substrates at the micro-
and nanometer scales have raised several questions in the modeling of fluid mo-
tion over these surfaces. Some of these questions have been explored in the works
of Kamrin et. al. [53], Bazant and Vinogradova [54] and more recently Lacis and
Bagheri [55]. It is reasonable to take a so-called multiscale approach to the
problem of generical non-smooth surfaces with complex hierarchical structures.
When characterizing the microscale fluid-structure physics the slip is naturally
introduced [55], as for SHSs and porous surfaces. Following the work of Lacis
and Bagheri [55] among others, the aim of this section is to characterize the
interface between a fluid and a rigid porous surface in the most general possible
form, extending the boundary conditions defined in Eqs. (11) and (12).

A slip condition was stated by Navier as early as 1823, as

Uwall = Mτwall. (24)

The generalization of this can be defined using tensors. The instantaneous strain
rate tensor is defined as

σij =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
, (25)
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and the viscous wall stress vector as τwall
i = µ2σij n̂j

∣∣
wall

for a surface with
normal n̂j . The extension of the slip condition is then defined as

ui|wall = Mijτ
wall
j , (26)

where Mij is the interfacial mobility tensor.
This is a reasonable extension of the slip since the effective slip vector, ui|wall,

is typically misaligned with the force vector from the wall and therefore the
stress, τwall

j , for anisotropic surfaces. One can clearly see that the case of slip
in the streamwise and spanwise directions, Eqs. (11) and (12), obeys the case
where only the diagonal terms of the tensor Mij are non-zero. The mobility
tensor is a second rank tensor, where the slip coefficients can be obtained by
averaging over microstructural or molecular heterogeneity [54, 55]. For a deeper
microscopic justification the reader is advised once again to the seminal paper
by Bazant and Vinogradova [54]. The mobility tensor can either be derived from
microscopic features of the surface or postulated and then fitted to experimental
data.

The interfacial mobility tensor is considered for a macroscopically homoge-
neous so-called linear interface, giving that Mij is a constant 3 by 3 matrix.
The mobility tensor can be said to characterize the texture of the plane. It is
also pointed out by Bazant and Vinogradova that the tensor formalism makes it
easy change the orientation of a texture, allowing the macroscopic definition of
the surface effects to change in any possible direction. The general formulation
also appeals to turbulent flows, where the flow field presents three dimensional
fluctuations. A further consideration concerns the definition of a passive surface,
where the texture does not transfer energy into the fluid. Enforcing a positive
rate of work on the surface ωI results in

ωI = τwall
i Mijτ

wall
j ≥ 0, (27)

implying the positive semi-definiteness of Mij .
The mobility tensor is typically symmetric [54], Mij = Mji. This means that

the three eigenvectors always are orthogonal. In the following, the wallnormal
change in the wallnormal velocity, i.e. ∂v

∂y for normal n̂ = (0, 1, 0)>, of the wall
stress is not considered, so that one eigenvector always is normal to the wall.
Then, the two other eigenvectors correspond to the special directions with no
transversal slip. In the non-symmetric case the two eigendirections would not
need to be orthogonal and thus may not correspond to directions of no transversal
slip. There are constraints on the eigenvalues from the positive semi-definiteness
of Mij : considering the most generic mobility tensor that here is considered,

Mij =
1

µ

 λ11 0 λ12

0 0 0
λ12 0 λ22


ij

(28)

and assuming any value for Mij , it is required that λ11λ22 ≥ λ12λ21.
The physical phenomena described above should be valid for turbulent flows

as well, since the same slip behaviour arises naturally in a built-up multiscale
model for a texture in the case of turbulence. We are not yet aware of prior
work in this application.
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3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations

3.2 Numerical method of slip and transpiration

The slip conditions presented in the section above, Eq. (26), correspond to Robin
boundary conditions. The implementation of these extend the already imple-
mented framework of the SIMSON code (see Ref. [50], particularly chapter 4).
The pseudo-spectral method used considers a Fourier expansion in the stream-
and spanwise directions and a Chebyshev expansion in the wallnormal direction.
It uses a so-called Chebyshev-tau method for the wallnormal integration. Ex-
tensive discussion on the possible spectral methods can be found in the books by
Canuto et. al. [56] and Peyret [57]. The calculated solution to the NS equations is
obtained in terms of the velocity-vorticity formulation. These are quantities for
which the boundary conditions do not apply directly and thus these are imposed
implicitly. The velocity components u and w are obtained from the definition of
the normal vorticity component, ωy, as

û =
i

k2

(
α
∂v̂

∂y
− βω̂y

)
, (29)

ŵ =
i

k2

(
αω̂y + β

∂v̂

∂y

)
, (30)

where ·̂ denotes Fourier transformed quantities, α and β are the wavenumbers
in the stream-and spanwise directions, respectively, and k2 = α2 + β2.

It is evident that Eqs. (29) and (30) present a problem for the zero wavenum-
ber case, where k = 0. There, a different pair of equations, obtained directly
from the full NS equations, have to be solved, but are greatly simplified for the
zero wavenumber. At the wall it must hold that(

∂2

∂y2
− λ2

)
ûn+1

0 = f̂n01, (31)(
∂2

∂y2
− λ2

)
ŵn+1

0 = f̂n03, (32)

where

λ2 = k2 +
2Re

an + bn
, (33)

f̂n0i = p̂n0i −
2Re an
an + bn

Ĥn
0i, (34)

Hi = εijkuj(ωk + 2Ωk) + Fi, (35)

an and bn are constants depending on the time discretization schemes used –
SIMSON presents two Runge-Kutta schemes (Ref. [50], Chap. 5) – and

p̂n0i = −

(
∂2

∂y2
− λ2 +

4Re

an + bn

)
ûn0i −

2Re bn
an + bn

Ĥn−1
0i

= −f̂n−1
0i −

(
2Re

an−1 + bn−1
+

2Re

an + bn

)
ûn0i −

2Re bn
an + bn

Ĥn−1
0i .

(36)

In these equations, a zero index represents the zero wave number, i refers to the
horizontal directions and n is the time step.
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3.2 Numerical method of slip and transpiration

The solution of the NS equations are obtained from a linear combination of a
particular solution solved for homogeneous boundary conditions and a number of
homogeneous solutions solved for non-homogeneous boundary conditions. This
linear combination is performed so that the final solution satisfy the correct
boundary conditions [50]. The linear combination of boundary conditions must
satisfy

Li(û, v̂, ŵ) = D̂i i = 1, 2, 3, (37)

where Li is the linear operator corresponding to the ith boundary condition and
D̂i is the data for the boundary conditions. Each linear operator can include
derivatives in the wallnormal direction and might also depend on the horizontal
wavenumber. The most common form of D̂i is either zero, or the operator Li
applied to a base flow. This equation must be satisfied for every wavenumber.
Particularly, the equation for the wavenumber zero has to treated separately.
For the wavenumber zero, it is possible to form solutions of the form

û0 = ûp0 + Cuûh0, (38)

ŵ0 = ŵp0 + Cwŵh0, (39)

where Cu and Cw are constants and h and p denote the homogeneous and the
particular solutions. The general formulation of Eq. (37) in real space can be
written as, referring to Eqs. (26) and (28),

uwall − λ11

(
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

)
wall

− λ12

(
∂w

∂y
+
∂v

∂z

)
wall

= 0, (40)

wwall − λ21

(
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

)
wall

− λ22

(
∂w

∂y
+
∂v

∂z

)
wall

= 0. (41)

The decomposition in particular and homogeneous solutions leads to a solvable
linear system for the constants in Eqs. (38) and (39). Looking at the zero
wavenumber and assuming that the mean wallnormal velocity at the wall is
zero, it must at the wall hold that(
uh0 + λ11

∂uh0
∂y λ12

∂wh0
∂y

λ12
∂uh0
∂y wh0 + λ22

∂wh0
∂y

)(
Cu
Cw

)
= −

(
up0 + λ11

∂up0
∂y + λ12

∂wp0
∂y

wp0 + λ12
∂up0
∂y + λ22

∂wp0
∂y

)
.

The solution of this linear system gives Cu and Cw so that the solution for the
zero wavenumber fulfills the slip boundary conditions.

The implementation of the penetration velocity, vwall, of a porous media is
done based on Eq. (13). The pressure is actually not calculated in the velocity-
vorticity formulation, but is a post-processing term. Due to this, the vertical
velocity is calculated explicitly using the pressure at previous time steps and
allowing a small time offset. However, the actual pressure value is not used, due
to numerical instability. A filtered value is used instead, based on the idea of
selective frequency damping (SFD), before used in the work of Åkervik et. al. [58].
The evolution equation for the filtered quantity reads, at the wall,

v̇ =
vwall − v

∆
, (42)

where the v represents the filtered value, vwall represents the velocity field given
by (13) and ∆ is the width of the filter. For larger filter widths the solution
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3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations

changes more slowly. The time discretization of (42) is a semi-implicit scheme
with a low storage third order four stage Runge-Kutta (RK3) scheme, with the
discretization explicitly written as

vn+1 = vn + an

(
−βp′wall − v

∆

)n
+ bn

(
−βp′wall − v

∆

)n−1

, (43)

where an and bn are chosen according to the explicit scheme used and are given
in SIMSON’s user guide [50].

3.3 Validation through opposition control

Channel flow with opposition control was used as a test case for the setup, to
verify that the physics of the flow was correctly captured. The opposition control
was implemented by adding a new boundary condition. The new boundary
condition is based on the setting of an arbitrary wallnormal velocity distribution
at the wall, vwall, i.e. blowing or suction.

The flow field at a prescribed horizontal plane at y = yc close to the wall,
the so-called detection plane, was observed and used to calculate the wall ve-
locity. The average of the velocity at the plane was subtracted to extract the
fluctuations. This guaranteed a zero mass flow – a requirement to keep hold of
the physics of the problem. The boundary condition of the opposition control
can be written

vwall = −v′(x, yc, z, t). (44)

All conditions were kept the same with respect to the smooth channel case except
for the boundary conditions at the wall. The detection plane was positioned at
y+
c = 15, since this plane has been proved to be the optimal for this kind of

control [4]. The choice of the plane is also reasonable, considering that y+
c = 15

is the region where near-wall streaks appear. A sudden initialization, however, of
this boundary condition resulted in a blow-up of the numerical solution. Because
of this, the non-zero boundary velocity was increased linearly during a period of
5 time units.

The control was applied on one complete wall. Enough time was allowed for
the flow to adapt to the new boundary condition before statistics of the flow were
collected. Statistics began to be collected after around 6 ETT. The transition
of the uncontrolled to a controlled flow and the validity of the point from where
statistics were collected can be seen by observing the change of the driving force,
dP
dx , shown in Fig. 2.

The immediate observable result was a reduction in the driving forcing. This
can be observed in Fig. 2. The reduction in wall stress is even clearer from the
averaged velocity profile in wall units, i.e. U+. The wall stress is reduced by the
opposition control, giving higher values of U+. The velocity profile maximum
is displaced as a consequence of the opposition control applied only to one side.
This can be seen in Fig. 3. Further results on how the active control affects the
different velocity components are presented in Fig. 4. The vrms values does not
go to 0 at the wall since blowing and suction phenomena is taking place. It can
be seen that the rms values decrease on the side where the opposition control is
taking place, but take their toll on the other side, increasing their magnitude.
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Figure 2 – Representation of the pressure gradient required to drive the flow applying
opposition control on one channel wall. An initial transition can be distinguished,
followed by a sensible reduction of the forcing.

The structure of the turbulence is deeply affected by the presence of the
active control. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. The near-wall streamwise vortices
on the wall where the control is applied are significantly weakened.

3.4 Simulation results

Several simulations have been performed with non-zero slip, or generalized a non-
zero interfacial mobility tensor, and with non-zero transpiration. The detailed
simulation parameters for the cases with a non-zero slip-length, but zero off-

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
0

10
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y/h

U
+

Uncontrolled

Opposition Control

Figure 3 – Steamwise average velocity profile in inner units, U+. Increase and deviation
of the velocity profile is due to one side opposition control.
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(a) mean streamwise velocity
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Figure 4 – Statistics with opposition control applied on the lower wall. OC refers to
opposition control and UW and LW refer to the upper and lower wall respectively. The
upper (uncontrolled) wall and lower (controlled) wall velocity profiles do not coincide.

Figure 5 – Contours of streamwise vorticity in the yz-plane. Contour levels are from
−4.25 to 4.25 in outer units, with a spacing of 0.5. In total, 18 contours are plotted.

diagonal terms and zero transpiration are presented in Tab. 1. Several slip maps
with non-zero off-diagonal terms, displaying their effect on drag reduction, has
been computed with the parameters presented in Tab. 2. The detailed simulation
parameters for the cases with a non-zero transpiration are presented in Tab. 3.
This table also includes details about the simulations for combined effects of the
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λ11 λ22 λ12 λ21 β ∆
0.0005 0 0 0 0 -
0.005 0 0 0 0 -
0.02 0 0 0 0 -
0 0.0005 0 0 0 -
0 0.005 0 0 0 -
0 0.02 0 0 0 -
0.0005 0.0005 0 0 0 -
0.005 0.005 0 0 0 -
0.02 0.02 0 0 0 -

Table 1 – Simulation setup details for the slip investigation with zero off-diagonal
terms. The different cases were used for detailed study of the turbulent statistics and
structures.

slip and transpiration.
To quantify the influence of the surface modifications on the drag, the drag

reduction or increase is defined here as (as also done in [28])

DR =

(
−dP

dx

)
−
(
−dP

dx

)
0(

−dP
dx

)
0

, (45)

where the subindex 0 stands for the uncontrolled case of a smooth channel.

3.4.1 Slip

When looking at the results of the slip cases in Tab. 1, notable differences can
be observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 by the mean streamwise velocity profile
of the different cases. The fuller profile of the streamwise slip case means that
the wall-shear stress is lower and the less full profile of the spanwise slip case
means that the wall-shear stress is higher. Further results on how the control
with a slip length for an SHS affects the different turbulent magnitudes can be
found in Fig. 7 for slip in the streamwise direction, spanwise direction or both.
The urms and wrms values do not go to zero at the wall in the cases where slip
is applied in these directions. For streamwise slip it can be seen that the rms
values decrease on the side where the slip is taking place, but take their toll on
the other side, increasing their magnitude. This trend is also conserved in the

λ12 λ21 λ11, λ22

0 0 [0.001,0.002,0.004,0.008,0.014,0.025,0.05,0.1]
0.008 0.008 [0.008,0.014,0.025,0.05,0.1]
0.008 0 [0.001,0.002,0.004,0.008,0.014,0.025,0.05,0.1]
0 0.008 [0.001,0.002,0.004,0.008,0.014,0.025,0.05,0.1]
0 0 [0.1,0.18,0.32,0.55,1]
0.1 0.1 [0.1,0.18,0.32,0.55,1]

Table 2 – Simulation setup details for the slip map investigation, with non-zero off-
diagonal terms.
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3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations
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Figure 6 – Streamwise mean velocity profile, U+, for the different cases with zero-valued
off-diagonal terms. Increase and deviation of the velocity profile due to the presence
of slip on one side can be observed.

case of both streamwise and spanwise slip. However in the case of spanwise slip
the rms values increase on the side where there is slip. It can nevertheless be
expected that the dominating effects are those of slip in the streamwise direction,
since the the flow is driven in this direction.

It can be seen that the structure of the turbulence is affected by the presence
of this form of passive control. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the case with
streamwise slip is shown. The near-wall vortices on the wall where the control
is applied are significantly weakened, seen in particular if comparison is made
to the uncontrolled case. The regions between two valleys are typically 25° [59],
but in the slip case this angle is reduced.

The drag reduction for SHSs has been extensively studied by the use of slip
maps. These have been done based on the work of Busse and Sandham [60],
where combinations of the slip in the streamwise and spanwise direction are
simulated. The present work is a further extension, using different values of the
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Figure 7 – Mean streamwise velocity and rms velocity components for the slip control
with zero-valued off-diagonal terms.
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3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations

(a) uncontrolled case

(b) controlled case

Figure 8 – Contours of spanwise vorticity in the xy-plane. Contour levels are from
−18.25 to −9.25 in outer units, with a spacing of 0.5. In total, 56 contours are plotted.
Both the uncontrolled case and the case of slip in streamwise direction is shown, with
parameters λ11 = 0.02 and λ22 = λ12 = λ22 = 0 of the mobility tensor. This case
presented the most noticeable difference. Less turbulent structures are present close to
the controlled upper wall. Note that the figures present slip on the upper wall, not on
the lower wall.

off-diagonal elements of the mobility tensor. The drag reduction was calculated
according to Eq. (45). The map of the case with zero valued off-diagonal terms
is shown in Fig. 9.

The effect of the off-diagonal terms in a symmetric mobility tensor can be
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3.4 Simulation results

seen in the maps found in Fig. 10. The conclusion that can be drawn is that
the off-diagonal terms play the greatest role when they are of a magnitude of
the same order as the diagonal term. The general effect on the drag is a drag
increase. It can be seen that for large off-diagonal terms the effect can be quite
severe with up to 3% drag increase for the same diagonal terms. However,
in the regions dominated by the slip in the streamwise direction no noticeable
differences are observed.

It has been reported that M typically is symmetric [54]. However, in the case
where the inertial effects on the microscale are considered to be of importance,
i.e. not Stokes flow, the possibility of a non-symmetric M arises. The effect
on different off-diagonal terms is examined in the slip maps in Fig. 11. The
influence of these terms is a drag increase. It can be highlighted that the effect
of λ21 seems to play a bigger role than that of λ12.

The FIK decomposition of the results according to Eq. (7) is show in Fig. 12.
The results from the FIK-identity imply that the slip velocity on its own plays
only a very small role in the drag reduction. Most of the effects in the drag
reduction for the slip are due to the modification of the turbulent structures.
The modification in the turbulent structures influence the whole channel; this
can be seen in the decrease in the contribution for the upper wall. Our findings
agree well with the investigations of Daniello et. al. [23], Marterl et. al. [61] and
Park et. al. [25], which conclude that the bulk of drag reduction on SHS arises
from mechanisms beyond the surface slip.

Rastegari and Akhavan [62] propose the drag reduction to be quantified in
terms of the slip velocity and modifications of the Reynolds shear stress. This
quantification of the drag reduction is valid for symmetric channel flow, however
it does not lead to such a clean expression for non-symmetric channel flow.
Eq. (7) is believed to provide a clearer vision of the different contributions to

Figure 9 – Contours of percentage drag reduction/increase for the case of λ12 = λ21 = 0.
Contours from -39 to 24, with a step of 5, are shown. Every circle in the figure represents
a simulation. The observed tendencies resemble those in Busse and Sandham [60].
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3 Superhydrophobic-porous surface simulations

(a)

no off-diag. λ12 = λ21 = 0.008

(b)

no off-diag. λ12 = λ21 = 0.1

Figure 10 – Contours of percentage drag reduction/increase for the cases with non-zero
and equal off-diagonal terms. Contours with a step of 3 are plotted. Every circle in
the figure represents a simulation.

no off-diag. λ12 = 0, λ21 = 0.008 λ11 = 0.008, λ22 = 0

Figure 11 – Contours of percentage drag reduction/increase for the case of an asym-
metric slip tensor. Contours with a step of 5 are shown. Every point in the figure
represents a simulation.
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3.4 Simulation results

ccorrf cLf cTf
cL0
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Figure 12 – Contributions to the friction coefficient, cf .

the drag in this case.

3.4.2 Slip and transpiration

The results for the mean streamwise velocity in the case of non-zero transpira-
tion are illustrated on Fig. 13. A less full profile means that the shear stress are
higher. The higher stresses in turn mean a larger pressure gradient required to
drive the flow and thus a drag increase. The effect of the transpiration velocity
defined in Eq. (13) is contrary to the one in the opposition control. The magni-
tude of the effect on the velocity profile is comparable to that of the opposition
control in Fig. 3. The influence of the transpiration on the turbulent statistics
can be seen in Fig. 14.

The results where only transpiration is considered present a good agree-
ment with the work of Jimenez et. al. [1]. The boundary condition Eq. (13)
is completely isotropic, however the flow organizes itself into spanwise bands.
The structure of these spanwise bands is illustrated in Fig. 16 by means of the
pressure-wallnormal velocity streamwise correlation, Rp′v′ , and the wallnormal

λ11 λ22 λ12 λ21 β ∆
0 0 0 0 1 10
0 0 0 0 0.7 2
0.02 0 0 0.02 1 10
0.005 0 0 0.005 1 10

Table 3 – Simulation setup details for the porous media.
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Figure 13 – Steamwise average velocity profiles in inner units, U+, for the cases with
traspiration are shown. Decrease and deviation is due to transpiration.

velocity autocorrelation in the spanwise direction, Rv′v′ . The correlation Rp′v′

shows that the peak of maximum correlation occurs at ∆x+ ≈ 150. The peak
position indicates that the pressure and velocity correlate the most with a small
delay, caused by the presence of the filter ∆. Moreover, several ∆ sizes have
been tested. It was observed that the flow behaviour remains similar in the
range ∆ ∼ 7−20. Rv′v′ does not decay to zero as in the case of smooth channel,
but it reaches a plateau, indicating the presence of coherent spanwise structures.
The region of the coherent structures is however rather small, and for heights
y+ ∼ 20 the effect has nearly disappeared.

It is important to highlight that theRv′p′ correlation for the fibers simulations
also presents a small offset in the peak of maximum streamwise correlation. The
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Figure 14 – Statistics with transpiration occurring on the lower wall.
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Figure 15 – Statistics with transpiration occurring on the lower wall. β = 1, ∆ = 10
for both cases.

discussion of the correlations in the fibers simulations can be found in Sec. 4.5.

Lastly, on the surface both slip, Eq. (8), and transpiration, Eq. (13), have
been applied as a control method. This control method aims to capture the
principal effects present in porous media. Two cases with the same slip in the
streamwise and spanwise directions have been run, moreover, only the wallnor-
mal shear is considered in the slip. The results from the simulations are presented
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(a) streamwise p′v′ correlation
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(b) spanwise v′ autocorrelation
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Figure 16 – Two-point correlations in the transpiration channel flow. Correlations are
normalized for the zero distance. The periodic behaviour in 16a is due to the presence
of the spanwise bands of vertical velocity, correlations computed at y = 0. 16b shows
the autocorrelations at y+ = 5, 21. β = 1 and ∆ = 10 for all controlled cases. The
correlations are calculated for one time instant.
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4 Fiber coated surface simulations

in Fig. 15. These cases present a combination of the effects presented in Fig. 7
and Fig. 14. The rms values do not reach such high values due to the pres-
ence of the slip, advecting the generated structures at the wall. The two-point
correlations experience a change when the slip is λ11 = λ22 = 0.02, where the
coherent structures are perturbed, as seen in Fig. 16. For the lower slip lengths,
the change is small.

4 Fiber coated surface simulations

The lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) was used to simulate fibers attached to
one wall of a channel. This was done in order to see how the fibers affect
the turbulence of the flow. Simulations with both rigid and flexible fibers were
performed. At first, however, a regular channel flow was simulated and compared
to DNS results, as a validation of the LBM setup.

4.1 Fiber-fluid interaction

The fluid-solid interaction was solved by an immersed boundary method (IBM)
(also know as the external boundary force method). This method utilizes a force
field at the surface of a solid object to enforce the no-slip and the impermeability
condition. An early work using this method is the article by Goldstein et. al. [63].
The method has been used earlier to simulate fibers, both flexible and rigid, by
Wu and Aidun [64] and Do-Quang [65].

Although the fibers are attached to the surface, the treatment of the fibers
is completely general and can easily be changed to describe other cases. Grid
points of the fibers were kept track of in a Lagrangian fashion, and are therefore
referred to as the Lagrangian grid. The state of the fluid was calculated at
stationary grid points, in an Eulerian fashion, and this grid is referred to as the
Eulerian grid. The two grids are illustrated in Fig. 17. The state of the fluid
on the Eulerian grid was then mapped onto the Lagrangian. This was done by
utilizing a Dirac delta function [66], since the grid points of the two systems in
general do not coincide. The details of the exact same method as used here is
outlined in Ref. [65], however some of the mathematical details are summarized
below for completeness.

Let xs denote a Lagrangian grid point of a fiber and xf an Eulerian grid
point of the fluid. Further, let Γ be the solid-fluid boundary and let Γs and
Γf be the subsets of grid points so that xs ∈ Γs and xf ∈ Γf at Γ. The fluid
velocity at xs can then be calculated by integrating the Dirac delta function,
D(xf − xs), over the fluid grid points,

Vf (xs, t) =

∫
Γf

u(xf , t)D(xf − xs) dxf . (46)

To impose the no-slip condition at the surface, the solid-fluid interaction force
acting on the solid was calculated by

Fs(xs, t) =
1

δt
ρf (Vf (xs, t)−Vs(xs, t)), (47)
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4.2 Fiber model

Γ

Figure 17 – Illustration of the Lagrangian (red circles) and the Eulerian grid. The
figure shows a schematic cross section of a fiber, and the Lagrangian grid points are
located at its boundary. All Lagrangian grid points shown here belongs to Γs and
Eulerian grid points closest to the interface belong to Γf .

where Vs(xs, t) is the velocity of the solid. The corresponding force on the fluid
on the fluid grid points is

Ff (xs, t) = −
∫

Γs

F(xs, t)D(xf − xs) dxs. (48)

4.2 Fiber model

The scope of this investigation is general, without any specific fiber material in
mind. Many types of fibers can be approximated as rigid. However, the fiber
dynamics have been seen to be of importance and therefore a simple model of
flexible fibers has been implemented.

Many different models for geometry and dynamics of fibers have been used
in earlier research. A model using chains of rods connected with hinges was
introduced by Schmid et. al. [67], and was used and developed further in Refs. [65,
64, 68]. Yamamoto et. al. [69] introduced a model using chains of spheres. A
model using chains of spheroids was introduced by Ross and Klingenberg [70].
These models can be used both to describe flexible and rigid fibers. The model
used in this investigation was a rod-hinge model, and the structure of the grid
is shown in Fig. 18.

In these earlier investigations the fibers have been advected by the flow, but
here the fibers were attached to the channel wall. This sets slightly different
constraints on the model. With the fiber attached to the wall, the velocity
difference between the fiber and the fluid can become large in comparison, if the
fibers are long and sparsely placed. Eq. (47) shows that the force on the fiber
grows correspondingly.

The rods between the nodes were treated as one-dimensional elastic objects,
and the hinges were modeled using elastic beam theory. Hence, no plastic nor
non-linear deformations were considered. Using this approach, expressions of
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4 Fiber coated surface simulations
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Figure 18 – Schematic illustration of the Lagrangian grid of a fiber. Grid points are
shown as red spheres. At each ring of grid points there is a hinge (green spheres), linked
by rods. The number of grid points and the aspect ratio of the fibers were different in
the simulations.

the forces on the hinges could be found. The hinges could then be advected at
each time step, with velocities calculated from the corresponding accelerations
and the velocities at the earlier time-step. A detailed description of the model
is given below.

The hinges of a fiber is denoted by a subindex i, and the number of hinges by
N , so that i = 1 . . . N . Also, i = 1 corresponds to the hinge closest to the wall.
The location of hinge i is denoted by xi. Considering the rods, the direction of
the rod between hinge i− 1 and i will be parallel to the unit vector

pi =
xi − xi−1

‖xi − xi−1‖
, i = 2, . . . , N. (49)

The first rod will be assumed to be fixed in the wall, so that p1 = (0, 1, 0)>,
and the last one pN+1 = pN , so that pi is defined for i = 1, . . . N + 1. The
equilibrium length of the rods are considered to be the same and is denoted by
l. The cross-sectional areas are also considered to be the same, namely A = πr2,
and the area moment of inertia corresponding to each hinge is assumed to be
that of a cylinder of radius r, i.e. I = π

4 r
4. Young’s modulus of the rods is

denoted Er, and Young’s modulus of the hinges Eh.

The force on hinge i is found by considering the rod on each side of it. The
boundary condition implies that the total force on the first hinge is zero, F1 = 0.
When the rods are compressed or extended, there is a force in the direction of
the rod, given by Hook’s law,

Fri = −ErA
(xi − xi−1) · pi − l

l
pi+

ErA
(xi+1 − xi) · pi+1 − l

l
pi+1, i = 2, . . . , N − 1. (50)
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4.3 Simulation details

For the end hinge, i = N , only the first term remains. Across hinge i, there will
be a torque that is proportional to the angle between pi+1 and pi,

τi =
EhI

l
arccos (pi+1 · pi)

pi+1 × pi
‖pi+1 × pi‖

, i = 1, . . . , N. (51)

This torque might lead to a change in the angle between the rods at the hinge
by a rotation of the rods. The angle between the neutral state and the deformed
state of each rod at the hinge is half the angle arccos (pi+1 · pi). Hence, for
this simple model, the torque is equivalent to a force of magnitude |τi/(2l)|
on hinge i − 1, in the direction perpendicular to pi, and on hinge i + 1, in the
direction perpendicular to pi+1, and forces equal in magnitude but with opposite
directions on hinge i. The torque in the rods are τi/2 and the total inner force
due to the torque is zero. Therefore, on hinge i there is a force

Fhi =
τi−1 × pi

2l
+
τi+1 × pi+1

2l
− τi × (pi+1 + pi)

2l
i = 2, . . . , N − 1. (52)

On the end hinge, the terms including pi+1 are removed. The total force on a
hinge is then Fi = Fri + Fhi + Ffi , i = 2, . . . , N , where Ffi is the force due to the
fluid. The ring of grid points at each hinge can be tilted so that its normal is
(pi+1 + pi)/‖pi+1 + pi‖.

If the fiber is homogeneous, Er = Eh = E, and this was used in the simu-
lations. For some cases it can be beneficial to have Er slightly lower than Eh,
for stability reasons. The deformations in the fiber direction are typically small
compared to the deformations by the bending, so that E ≈ Eh. A lower Er then
might allow a higher Eh while the model still remains stable. Another possibility
to always have a stable model in the length direction would be to have fibers of
fixed lengths. However, the benefit of having a finite Er is that the acceleration
of each hinge can be solved for without the length constraint.

An extension of the model is to include twisting of the fibers. It was not
considered relevant here, as this was believed to only have a small impact on the
dynamics, compared to bending. Also, no collision force was implemented for
the case of direct fiber-fiber interaction. For fixed fibers, with a pitch comparable
with the length of the fibers, the fibers hardly collide at all, but for closely packed
fibers a model might be needed. In the case of free floating fibers, the fiber-fiber
interaction is important and will affect the flocking behaviour of the fibers [65].

4.3 Simulation details

An equispaced Eulerian grid was used to simulate the state of the fluid in the
channel flow, as done by Do-Quang [65] for a similar case. The use of an eq-
uispaced grid contrasts the grid used for the spectral method, where more grid
points were located close to the walls. The dimensions of the domain used was
(12.6× 2× 6.3), i.e. approximately the same as for the spectral method. A grid
convergence test was done in Ref. [65] using first ∆x+ = ∆y+ = ∆z+ = ∆+ = 2
and secondly ∆+ = 1.5, showing no large differences and good agreement with
spectral methods. A grid spacing of ∆+ = 2 has mostly been used here. How-
ever, grid convergence studies were also here performed, both with and without
fibers. The Eulerian grids used are summarized in Table 4, together with the
used Reτ .
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4 Fiber coated surface simulations

No. Reτ Re ∆+ Dimensions Size
1 180 3300 2 12.6× 2× 6.3 1135× 181× 568
2 180 3300 1.6 12.6× 2× 6.3 1425× 227× 713
3 180 3300 3 12.6× 2× 6.3 757× 121× 379
4 212 4000 2 12.6× 2× 6.3 1337× 213× 669
5 212 4000 1.6 12.6× 2× 6.3 1664× 265× 833

Table 4 – Eulerian grids used in the simulations. The size includes the boundary points.
Re is approximate and is based on mean turbulent center-line velocity.

In Ref. [65], a Lagrangian grid point spacing similar to the Eulerian grid
point spacing is shown to give correct forces on a suspended fiber. Therefore, a
similar grid point spacing was used in this case. The specific parameters of the
Lagrangian grids used in the simulations are outlined in Table 5.

The flow was driven by a constant body force in the streamwise direction,
in contrast to the constant mass flux used by SIMSON. The magnitude of the
driving force is given by the balance with the wall shear stress, τwall. With a
(non-dimensional) force g in the streamwise direction, non-dimensionalized by
ρ, Uc and h,

ρU2
c

h
hg = τwall =⇒ g =

(
uτ
Uc

)2

=

(
Reτ
Re

)2

, (53)

(a result also presented in SIMSON user guide, [50]).

4.4 Validation of smooth channel flow

Before fibers were put into the channel, a flow in a smooth channel was simulated.
This was done in order to verify the accuracy of the LBM.

A case were run until the mean value of the velocity became steady and then
statistics were collected for a time 300, or approximately 16 ETT. Sampling was
done with a time difference t = 0.0044. Due to the homogeneity of the problem,
the results from the two sides could be averaged, but this could not be done in
the case with fibers on one side of the channel. The difference between the two
sides could also be seen as an error estimation of the average. This difference
was seen to be relatively small; with grid No. 1 it was less than 1% for the mean
velocity and around 1% for the rms of the velocities, the Reynolds stresses and
the rms of the pressure, except where the amplitude was close to zero. Another
exception was the streamwise component of the rms velocity, having a peak in
difference of 3% around y+ = 130. This was considered acceptable.

The results from simulations with grid No. 1, 2 and 3 are presented in Fig. 19,
together with a comparison to results from a spectral DNS by Lee and Moser
[52] using the numerical method of Kim et. al. [51]. In Fig. 19a, the mean
velocity profile is plotted with a logarithmic scale for y+. The agreement to
the DNS result is good, with an error less that 1% for y+ < 4 and y+ > 35,
and a maximum error of 2.0% around y+ = 12 for grid No. 1; for grid No. 2
it was even smaller. Further, a log-like layer can be seen to start somewhere
around y+ = 40. Fig. 19b shows the velocity fluctuations of the streamwise,
spanwise and wallnormal component. Also here the agreement is satisfactory.
Fig. 19c shows the Reynolds shear stress together with the total shear stress.
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Figure 19 – Statistics of channel flow compared to results from a spectral DNS. The
agreement was considered satisfactory, with errors within a few percent for the two
finer grids when compared to the spectral results.

At last, Fig. 19d shows the rms of the pressure fluctuations. Here, the error
has a maximum of 2.0%, for grid No. 1, at the peak. In total, the agreement
to the DNS results was considered satisfactory, and shows that the LBM gives
an adequate description of the flow. It can also be seen that the results seem to
converge to the DNS results as the grid is refined. This is for example clearly
seen for the pressure fluctuations in Figure 19d.

4.5 Simulation results

In the investigations of the effects of fibers, fibers were put on one channel wall.
A friction Reynolds number of approximately Reτ = 212 was set because it has
been used in experiments with similar geometry.

A fiber length L+ = 6.7 was used (scaled with uτ = u0
τ of the smooth chan-

nel), i.e. relatively small in comparison to the viscous sub-layer. The properties
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4 Fiber coated surface simulations

Nh Nn L+ r+ λ+ Eulerian grid Comment
4 4 6.7 1.1 6.7 4
5 5 6.7 1.1 6.7 5
4 4 6.7 1.1 6.7 4 flexible, E = 30

Table 5 – Lagrangian grid properties for the different cases with fibers. Inner unit
scaling is done with uτ of the smooth channel.

uτ/u
0
τ ε/l ∆U+

1.012 0.14 0.54

Table 6 – Calculated parameters of the rigid fiber case. u0
τ is the friction velocity for

the smooth channel. Drag increase is generally defined as (uτ/u
0
τ )2 − 1.

of the Lagrangian grids are summarized in Table 5. Here, Nh is the number of
hinges of a fiber, Nn is the number of nodes per hinge, r is the radius and λ is the
pitch (the distance between the center of two adjacent fibers). Also stated here
is the Eulerian grids used in the simulations, with numbers referring to Table
4. The second case is a grid refinement of the first, to verify grid independence.
For the fiber simulations, statistics were collected during a time 400, or approx-
imately 20 ETT, after the flow had converged, at the same time intervals as for
the smooth channel.

The unknown parameters of the classical roughness theory, ε and ∆U , were
found by minimizing the least square error over the log-like region; it can be
questioned if a proper log region exists for these low Reynolds numbers. These
constants were calculated for the refined case for the rigid fibers, with ∆+ = 1.6,
since this data was available. From the smooth channel and Reτ = 212, κ =
0.384 and A = 4.90.

4.5.1 Rigid fibers

Results of the first case and of the grid refinement study are presented below in
Fig. 20. The parameters of the resulting scaling are summarized in Tab. 6.

It can be noted that there is a slight drag increase, since uτ/u
0
τ is increasing.

This is also indicated by the positive ∆U . The virtual origin is located slightly
below the top of the fibers, meaning that the drag distribution is centered close
to the top of the fibers. This also reflects the fact that the velocity structures
do not penetrate the fiber region to a large extent – the velocity is small at the
fibers, as seen by Figs. 20a and 20b. It is expected that for more sparsely placed
fibers, it would penetrate more.

Between the refined and regular grid results, no large deviations are seen.
Due to this, it can be assumed that the simulations are grid independent. The
largest deviations are again seen for the pressure.

For higher y+-values, there is a convincing collapse of the rms quantities
with the smooth channel results. Considering the rms velocities, the collapse
can even be said to appear as low as for y+ = 40. For the total stress and
the Reynolds stress, the collapse is perhaps slightly less convincing for lower
y-values, but is clear at higher y+. In the rms pressure there is a somewhat
larger difference between the curves. However, in total, the results appear to
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Figure 20 – Statistics of channel flow with rigid fibers, both with a coarser and a refined
grid. Results from smooth wall channel flow are also shown for comparison.

justify the Townsend hypothesis. That there are no large differences in the
statistics could be expected, since roughness of this height is relatively close to
the hydrodynamically smooth limit, generally considered to be located around
L+ = 4; however, the location depends on the roughness type [71].

In wall units, the peak in the streamwise rms velocity is slightly lowered,
but the change is very small. Scaled with the center line velocity, there is a
slight increase, as also is illustrated by the diagnostic plot introduced below, see
Fig. 28. Due to the similarities in the streamwise velocity fluctuations, it was
expected that the streaks also would show a similar behaviour. This was also
seen, and is illustrated in Fig. 21. The position of the peak, and thus also the
streaks, seems to shift outwards, but a determination of the exact position of
the peak is problematic, since it directly is influenced by ε. It has been noted,
though, that this is true also if the virtual origin is placed on top of the fibers
and outer scaling is used. For both the wallnormal and the spanwise rms velocity
there is almost no difference; only a slight decrease in amplitudes below the peak
can be seen. These results are in contrast to the results of a porous wall, where
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4 Fiber coated surface simulations

(a) smooth wall (b) rigid fibers

Figure 21 – Isosurfaces of the instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuations, u′, for
the smooth wall case and the case with rigid fibers. Streaks are clearly seen. Red
isosurfaces correspond to u′+ = 4 and blue to u′+ = −4. The direction of the flow is
from left to right and the entire domain is shown.

the wallnormal and the spanwise component are enhanced [1].
It has been noticed that a recirculation zone appears after each fiber. The

recirculation consists of a single vortex in the negative spanwise direction, with
velocities in the order of 10−3Uc. This corresponds to the small but non-zero
fluctuation in the wallnormal (and streamwise) velocity seen here in Fig. 20b.
It was also observed that a vortex generally extends across several fibers. A
negative mean velocity at around y+ = 5, counting from the wall, was observed
due to this.

The recirculation was observed to not always have the same magnitude.
There were large spatial differences, with some regions having almost no re-
circulation. Regions with a high level of recirculation could be connected to
high-speed streaks. The spatial dependency is shown in Fig. 22. Streaks are a
prominent property of turbulence and answer to regions of low or high veloc-
ity. They are located around y+ = 15. However, also below a high-speed streak
there is a region with higher velocity and at the wall there is an increased velocity
gradient, ∂u′/∂y. It is believed that the fluctuations in the boundary condition
causes larger fluctuations in the velocity where there is a larger gradient. This
could then form vortices above the fibers, but also inducing vortices below the
top of the fibers, as seen here. No other phenomenon regarding transpiration
were observed.

Compared to the porous media, there is an interesting difference in the ap-
pearance of the wallnormal fluctuations. For the ideal porous media, there are
no recirculation zones, but larger bands with positive and bands with negative
wallnormal velocity. With this short fibers, such a behaviour would be almost
impossible, since this would require larger structures to form below the fiber
heights. The behaviour of the velocity statistics are therefore also different and
not affected so much by the wallnormal velocity for the fibers.

To the authors knowledge, no investigations of flow over both similar struc-
tures and Reynolds numbers have been reported. There are, however, reports of
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(a) gradient ∂u′/∂y (b) gradient ∂u′/∂y and isosurfaces of v′

Figure 22 – Transpiration can be observed in regions with a large wallnormal velocity
gradient, ∂u′/∂y, corresponding to high-speed streaks. The gradient ∂u′/∂y is shown
in 22a on a slice located at y+ = 2 (from the virtual origin) and the color scale is in
outer units. In 22b isosurfaces of v′ are superimposed on this slice, at a value of v′

approximately equal to 1.5 · 10−3Uc (red) and −1.5 · 10−3Uc (blue). Only isosurfaces
below the fiber height are shown. Each “dot” approximately corresponds to a fiber.
The flow is from left to right. The 7 “stripes” that can be observed are believed to be
due to small irregularities in the boundaries between the regions handled by different
processors.

investigations of flow over structures elongated in the streamwise direction, i.e. ri-
blets, and the spanwise direction. Riblets have been shown to be able to give
a drag reduction. Among the spanwise elongated structures, two-dimensional
squared rods have been a subject of interest in several studies.

Riblets and other structures elongated in the streamwise direction naturally
do not have any, or very small, recirculation zones. For the two-dimensional
squared rods type of structures, there is a general agreement that if the separation-
to-height ratio is larger than 4 the height is the important lengthscale in deter-
mining the roughness function (so-called k-type) and if smaller than 4 the chan-
nel height is the important lengthscale (so-called d-type) [72]. If this would apply
to the fiber case as well, it would be a d-type roughness, since the separation-to-
height ratio is around 1 (even though the smaller diameter compared to quadratic
elements could affect this somewhat). For the d-type roughness, stable vortices
are formed in the grooves, without much interaction with the outer flow. There-
fore, outside the roughness sub-layer, the outer flow is relatively undisturbed
[73], as also is seen for the fibers. The relation of the vortices to the streaks
has not been observed, however. It could be the case that the vortices are more
unstable in the fiber case and therefore more sensitive to the fluctuations in
the streamwise velocity. A streak-transpiration interaction was found in the
experimental investigation by Djenidi et. al. [74] of d-type squared rods. How-
ever, in this case it was not the recirculation that was connected to the streaks,
but another outflow/inflow phenomena related to the quasi-streamwise vortices
forming the low-speed streaks. This might be a phenomenon enhanced by the
two dimensional structures and has not been observed for the fibers.
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4 Fiber coated surface simulations

P/E beam deflection, d+ fiber deflection, d+

2.55 · 10−8 0.100 0.0946
6.38 · 10−8 0.250 0.236
1.28 · 10−7 0.500 0.470

Table 7 – Deflection of cantilever beam and of fiber (normalized using u0
τ ).

uτ/u
0
τ ε/l ∆U+

1.025 -0.025 1.26

Table 8 – Calculated parameters of the elastic fiber case. The corresponding parameters
of the rigid case are listed in Tab. 6.

4.5.2 Flexible fibers

The discretized fiber model was verified by comparing the static deformation to
an Euler–Bernoulli cantilever beam. Considering a point force, P , at the top of
the a cantilever beam, the maximum deflection is

d =
PL3

3EI
, (54)

with, as for a cylindrical fiber, I = π
4 r

4. For the fibers, P was considered acting
on the top hinge and the displacement of the top hinge in the xz-plane was
measured. Fibers with E = 100 (in non-dimensional units) were used. Different
values of P/E were tested, and the results are summed in Tab. 7.

In the remaining simulations, a value E ≈ 30 was used (in non-dimensional
units, i.e. in units of ρU2

c ). The fiber density was set equal to the density of
the fluid. Results are presented in Fig. 23 and the parameters of the scaling in
Tab. 8.

It can be noted from Tab. 8 that the drag increase is higher than in the rigid
case. Also, a negative ε was attained, contradicting the result of Jackson [39].
However, it is believed that the center of drag is very close to the top of the
fibers. It might be counterintuitive that the virtual origin is located higher up
if the fibers can bend, but this indicates that some other mechanism affect the
result.

Considering the statistics in the outer region, the Townsend hypothesis is
satisfied. For lower heights, the quantity that is changed the most is the pressure.
Except for the pressure, the deflections of the fibers do not modify the turbulence
to a large extent. A slight decrease is seen for the streamwise rms velocity at
the peak. This was also true in the outer units, illustrated by the diagnostic
plot introduced below, Fig. 28. That the large change in pressure fluctuation do
not influence the velocity fluctuations to a higher extent may seem surprising.
A hint of the reason behind this can be found in the equation for the turbulent
kinetic energy, K = 1

2

〈
u′iu
′
i

〉
.

The development of K in time and space is governed by five terms and the
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Figure 23 – Statistics from the simulation of fibers with a finite elasticity. Results from
smooth wall channel flow and the rigid fiber case are also shown for comparison.

equation for K can be written(
∂

∂t
+ Uj

∂

∂xj

)
K =

−1

2

∂
〈
u′iu
′
iu
′
j

〉
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

turbulent
transport

−1

ρ

∂
〈
u′jp
′
〉

∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure
transport

+ ν
∂K

∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous

transport

− ν

〈
∂u′i
∂xj

∂u′i
∂xj

〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dissipation

−
〈
u′iu
′
j

〉 ∂Ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

production

, (55)

where the first three terms are so-called transport terms, resulting in spatial
redistribution. The fourth is a viscous dissipation term, transforming turbulent
energy into heat, and the last term is a production term, transferring energy
from the mean flow to the velocity fluctuations. It is seen that pressure only
redistributes K. All terms are reported in Fig. 24 for the smooth wall case
and the flexible fibers case. These statistics were collected during a time 200,
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(a) transport terms
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Figure 24 – Statistics of the turbulent kinetic energy terms for smooth channel flow and
for the flexible fiber case. The term with the largest relative difference is the pressure
transport.
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Figure 25 – Wallnormal rms velocity, vrms, in outer units. The wallnormal distance is
here measured from the top of the fibers, yt, to illustrate the behaviour of v close to
the top of the fibers.

or approximately 10 ETT. In the pressure transport term, a change could be
observed, but the magnitude of the pressure transport term was still relatively
small compared to some of the other terms. It can also be noted that the origin
of the pressure term in the flexible fiber case, when compared to the smooth
wall case, does not seem to be at the virtual origin, as is plotted in Fig. 24a, but
at the wall. This happens because the pressure can penetrate down to the wall,
resembling the phenomenon in Fig. 23d.

Although not very clear from Fig. 23, the behaviour of the wallnormal veloc-
ity close to the fibers has changed compared to the rigid case, where recirculation
was dominating. The recirculation is not dominating for flexible fibers, and the
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(a) pressure field (b) wallnormal velocity field

(c) magnitude of fiber deflection

Figure 26 – The pressure field is shown in 26a and the wallnormal velocity in Fig. 26b
at y+ = 3 (i.e. around 3 inner units from the top of the fibers). The magnitude of the
fiber deflection is shown in 26c, quantified as the displacement of the top segment in the
xz-plane divided by the fiber length. It can be seen that the wallnormal velocity has a
negative correlation to the pressure, while the fiber deflection correlates positively to
the pressure field. The region shown contains about 3400 fibers. The correlations are
calculated for one time instant.

different behaviour is visualized in Fig. 25 using outer scaling. Instead, a cor-
relation between the vertical velocity and the pressure has been found. This is
shown in Figs. 26a and 26b. The behaviour of the flexible fibers thereby has
similarities to porous media, through the relation Eq. (13). The coefficient in
Eq. (13) was found to be β ≈ 1.2. To further analyze the turbulent structures
in Fig. 26, the two-point correlations Rv′p′ in the streamwise direction and Rv′v′

in the spanwise direction were calculated. The results at the plane y+ = 2 are
presented in Fig. 27. Rv′p′ shows a small delay in the peak of maximum corre-
lation at ∆x+ ≈ 10. The offset for the maximum correlation gives a physical
argument for the use of a filter as in Eq. (42). Rv′v′ quickly decays to zero and
resembles the behaviour of a smooth surface. Hence, with the flexible fibers, no
spanwise coherent structures exist, in contrast to the macroscopic approach for
porous media – the flow does not organize itself macroscopically into spanwise
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Figure 27 – Two-point correlations in the channel with flexible fibers. Correlations are
normalized for the zero distance. Both correlations are computed at y+ = 3.

bands.

There are two forces that can deflect the fibers: pressure and viscous forces.
In addition to this, so-called inertial forces might deflect the fibers, but inertial
forces are always transferred through pressure or viscous forces, as they are no
forces in the strict sense. The velocity field also determines the pressure field; for
example, center of vortices are associated with a pressure minimum. However,
it does not seem to be fruitful to always connect pressure fluctuation to velocity
fluctuations. In Fig. 20, it is seen that velocity structures are forced to remain
mainly on top of the fibers, since the velocity is zero at the top of the fibers
due to the no-slip condition. The same applies in the flexible fiber case, even
though this might be a bit more unclear in Fig. 23 due to the high virtual origin.
Pressure fluctuations, on the other hand, have the ability to penetrate down to
the wall, as indicated by Figs. 20d and 23d. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that pressure fluctuations are the main reason for fiber deflection in this case.
A correlation between fiber deflection and pressure fluctuations slightly above
the fibers has also been found. This is illustrated in Figs. 26a and 26c. Fibers
tend to deflect away from high pressure regions toward low pressure regions. No
similar clear correlation was found for velocity structures.

From Fig. 23d it is also clear that there is a mutual interaction between fiber
deflection and pressure fluctuations: it is not only the pressure that deflects the
fibers, but the fiber deflections also affect the pressure fluctuations. Considering
the fluid, the fluid is forced from the low pressure regions towards high pressure
regions, so that fibers bend toward low pressure regions and away from high
pressure regions. When the pressure fluctuations are advected further down-
stream, the fibers bend back. In that way the fibers temporally store energy and
add a dynamic effect to the fluid. This is believed to be the mechanism behind
the pressure modification, however, the exact phenomenon is unknown.

In nature, hair-like structures are commonly used as flow sensors, for example
by many species of arthropods and aquatics. Artificial hair flow sensors have
become an interesting topic in the last decades, and a review is given by Ref. [75].
Among others, flexible micro-pillars, not unlike the fibers investigated here, have
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Figure 28 – A diagnostic plot, showing the relation between streamwise velocity fluc-
tuations and the mean velocity. Both the rigid fiber case and the flexible fiber case are
shown, together with the smooth wall case as reference.

been used for wall-shear stress measurements [76, 77]. The results presented
above raises concerns about the suitability of using the deflection of relatively
densely packed fibers as a measurement of velocity structures (determining the
wall-shear stress) in turbulent flows: the velocity structures are displaced in the
wallnormal direction by the fibers and instead the deflections of the fibers are a
result of the pressure fluctuations.

Recently, it has become common to investigate the relation between the
streamwise velocity fluctuations and the mean velocity, since this relation is
independent of both uτ and ε. A plot of the relation is called a diagnostic
plot and was introduced by Alfredsson and Örlü [78]. The primary use of the
diagnostic plot is to verify the quality of experimental data. A diagnostic plot
including the smooth channel, the rigid fiber and the elastic fiber results is shown
in Fig. 28. For low mean velocities, the flexible fiber case has a higher level of
streamwise rms velocity, but the level decreases below the smooth and rigid
case at higher mean velocities. Near the center of the channel, the three curves
collapse, as expected from the Townsend hypothesis.

The FIK-identity has earlier been extended to more complex surfaces, where
the surface shape has been taken into account [79, 80]. This has, among others,
been done for riblets. A simpler approach has been used here: the decomposition
of the friction coefficient has been evaluated at a plane on top of the fibers. The
boundary effects have been accounted for according to Eq. (7), but both the
turbulent and the laminar boundary contribution were seen to be small. The
results are show in Fig. 29. The absolute value of cf is seen to increase for
the rigid case and even more for the flexible fiber case. For the rigid fibers the
relative contribution of the different terms are more or less the same as for the
smooth wall, with a slight increase of the turbulent term and a corresponding
decrease of the laminar. For the flexible fiber case, the relative contribution of
the turbulent part is a couple percentage larger, with a decrease of both the
asymmetry correction and the laminar contribution. The flexibility hence seems
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Figure 29 – Contributions to the friction coefficient, cf , on a plane at the top of the
fibers for the rigid and the flexible fiber case. cf for the smooth wall is shown as
reference.

to enhance the turbulence in the channel.

5 Conclusions

Turbulent flow control is a highly active research topic and not yet fully under-
stood. The focus of the present work has been on macroscopic and microscopic
descriptions of several nature inspired surfaces. The macroscopic approach con-
sisted in finding and evaluating boundary conditions for SHSs and porous-like
surfaces. The microscopic approach consisted of investigations of fiber coated
surfaces. These surfaces were tested in simulations, carried out in a channel
configuration. The results were quantified with statistics and also with a new
extension of the FIK-identity. This extension takes into account the effects of
slip and transpiration and is valid for non-symmetric channels.

In the macroscopic approach, the boundary conditions imposed were slip and
transpiration at one wall. Regarding slip at the wall, drag decrease was obtained
for slip in the streamwise direction, while drag increase was obtained for slip in
the spanwise direction. The effect of an hydrodynamic slip tensor has, for the
first time, been studied in a fully turbulent channel flow. A slip tensor with non-
zero off-diagonal terms resulted in a slight drag increase. However, the flow be-
haviour remained rather similar to the case without off-diagonal terms. Further
quantitative insight into the into the physical causes of drag increase/reduction
was possible through the FIK-identity. The transpiration velocity, imitating a
porous media, gave rise to an increase of the drag and severely modified the
turbulent structures. The flow organized itself into two-dimensional structures,
even though the description was isotropic. Regarding the case where slip and
transpiration are combined, effects of both could be observed. Moreover, the
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two-dimensional structures were perturbed.

Turbulent flow over both rigid and flexible fibers in a channel has been in-
vestigated and compared to the flow over a smooth wall. A slight drag increase
was obtained in the rigid fiber case and a slightly higher increase was obtained
in the flexible fiber case. For the rigid fibers, the wallnormal velocity fluctua-
tions at the fibers were dominated by recirculation. The amount of recirculation
around the fibers increased below high-speed streaks. For the flexible fibers, the
wallnormal velocity fluctuations were higher and could be related to the pres-
sure fluctuations, in a similar way as for a porous media. The deflections of the
flexible fibers could also be correlated to the pressure fluctuations. By the FIK-
identity, it was seen that the flexibility increased the turbulent contribution to
the friction coefficient, but only marginally. For both the rigid and the flexible
fiber case, the structures of the turbulence in the outer layer seemed not to be
changed, so that the Townsend hypothesis was satisfied.

In the future it would be interesting to find proper characterizations of the
fibers in a multiscale framework, and also to test more fiber parameters. In
addition to this, it would be interested to understand complex surfaces in a
more natural setting, striving for concrete real-world applications.
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A The FIK-identity for non-symmetric channel

Appendix A The FIK-identity for non-symmetric
channel

The streamwise RANS equation for a turbulent channel flow is

0 = −1

ρ

∂P

∂x
+ ν

∂2U

∂y2
−
∂
〈
u′v′

〉
∂y

. (56)

Integrating over the channel, from y = 0 to y = 2h, gives

0 = −2h
1

ρ
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∂y

∣∣∣∣
2h

− ν ∂U
∂y
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0

+
〈
u′v′

〉
0
, (57)

where non-zero velocity fluctuations are allowed at the lower wall and subindices
denote evaluation at the corresponding value of y. Multiplying Eq. (56) by 2h
and subtracting Eq. (57) eliminates the pressure term,

0 = 2hν
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∂y2
− ν ∂U
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0
. (58)

Integrating from y = 0 to y,
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Integrating from y = 0 to y a second time,
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At last, integrating from y = 0 to y = 2h,
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A simplification can be made through integration by parts,∫ 2h
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Collecting the terms of Eq. (61),
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This expression can be normalized by 4
3U

2
b h

3,

0 =
3
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Identifying cf and cupper
f , this is Eq. (7).
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